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SUMMARY.

This paper, prepared for publieaticm by the Xatiomd Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, contains ~he description of a new and usefuI method suitab~e for the design of pro-
pellers and for the interpretation of tests with propellers.

The fictitious slipstream -wiIoeity computed from the absorbed horsepower is plotted
against the rektive slip -reIoeity- It is discussed in detafl how this ~elocity is obtained, inter-
preted, and used. The methods are then itiustrated by applying them to model tests and to
free f@ht tests with actual propeHers.
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INTRODUCTION.

The results of tests with full size propellers in actual action have to be used in a different
reamer than the results of tests with model propellers. Only then the full benefit wiH be derived
from such information. The conditi.-.e fundamentally di8’erent in both eases and another
treatment is therefore necessary. ~

In a weIl arranged model prope~er test, the propelIer. ean be considered as practicably
iso1ated2 without any interference between it and adjacenit objects. In that ease the propeller
thrust is a quantity very well defined, a quantity moreover, expected to stand in a compara-
tively simple and uniform relation to the characteristics of the relative motion betmeen the
propeUer and the air. The torque, or the absorbed horsepower, stands in a relation nec.es.cxdy
Iess simple and uniform, since iti is nofi only affected by the lift of the blade elements (as the chief
portion of the thru4 is) but in addition by their drag; and ii is known that the drag of W@
sections follows more erratic relations than the lifij does. 13enee the imestigator, who aims at
obtaining as clear as possibIe an insigh~ into the. propel~er action, quite naturally turns first to
the thrust as to that. quantity observed in a model test which readily lends itself to an analysis.
There is an additional reason of much weight, why with mode~ propelIer tests the measured
thrust rather than the measured horsepower should be considered as the more important informa-
tion obt aiued. The propeller modeI is always in a sma..l.lscale and its tip relocity is much smaller
than in flight. As a consequence there is a rather large scale effect; the resuks of the model
test can not directIy be converted into the exact figures for the fdl size propeller. 11 is now
known from wi@-section research that within the ordinary range the lift is much les affected
by the scaIe than the C@ is. It. follows that ~he thrust (being chiefly produGed by the lift of
the blade elements) is much less affected by the scale than t-he torque is, which latter is notice-
ably influenced by the drag of the blade elements. Henee the reIations obtained from model
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tests for the thrust are much more likely to hold true for the full-size propeller and therefore
are of much more practical interest than those for the horsepower. But for one source of error,

the agreement -would almost be perfect; that is the elastic torsion of the blades. This error
can be eliminated by using the same m&terial for ‘both the propeller and its model and by
giving them the same tip velocity. The latter condition leads to inconvenient high R. P. M.
of the model, though not to impossible ones. On the other hand, tests with propeller models
running at low speed have the adv&ntage that with them the propeller is practimdly rigid and
maintains its shape under all conditions of test. ID&, it is $rue, may lead to a discrepancy
between the performance of the propeller and that of its model, but it eliminates the effect of
the elasticity entirely. Therefore, the results obtained, though less useful for the study of o~e
particular propeller, are more useful for studying the general laws governing the aerodynamic
propeller action, since this main effect has been isolated from the secondary effect of the blade
distortion. It can therefore be said in general that a model propeller test is not a very good
source for exact and reliable numerical data on the prototype of the model, on account of the
scale ef?iect and the elastic deformation. It is a very good method, however, for studying the

propeller problem from a broad and general point of view.

ANALYSIS OF THE THRUST.

When analyzing the large series of model tests_ of Doctor Durand (ref. 4) I used a new ._
analytic method, which proved useful. Using the thrust coefficient

T
(1). , .=0’=D2T/4, JT~/2-------------- ---- ---- ---- -—-- --

where
T’= Thrust
.D= Diameter, D2m/4= Disc area
V= Velocity of flight
P= Densit y of air, V 2p/2= Dynamic pressure of flight.

I introduced the nominal slipstream velocity v by means of the equation

v/ T~=Jz+T– l ------------------ --._--.-..-._.(2)

and plotted the rdative slipstream velocity v/V aga~ the relative tip velocity ?7/Y, where.
U= nDr = tangential velocity component of the W tip. The curve thus obtained wns

called “ slip curve” and its slope
—

dv/V
‘=~

was called slip modulus.
The tests showed in agreement with theoretical conclusions that within the useful rnnge

the slip curve is practically a straight line. A rough and summary theoretical development
gave for m the approximate expression

2.8 S/D’
‘rfi=~- ‘“-’” ‘ -”-------------”--

where
S= the entire blade area and

( D/V). = the value of the relative tip v.@ocit y U/V, where the slip curve intersects with
the horizontal zero axis, and hence nominally the thrust becomes zero.

The values of ( 77/V)0 and m observed agreed fairly well with the values computed, as
well as can be expected from the rough mathematical methods employed. The physical
explanations underlying these methods are thus proved to be fundamentally sound. Since
even a more elaborate computation would require a correction, it seems more expedient h
restrict all computation to the simplest one imaginable and to include the influence of the
blade shape and of the other propeller dimensions into the correction factor needed anyhow.
These correction factors can not be obtained from model tests, but only from tests with
full-size propellers in action.
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ANALYSIS OF THE HORSEPOWER OR THE TORQUE.

These free tlight tests consist in observing the same fundamerital quantities as with the
model tests, viz, the thrust, the horsepower or the torque, the number of re-rolut ions, and the
velocity of fright. The relative importance of these quantities obtained, however, is now very
different. The horsepower or the torque greatly outweighs the thrust in import ante, and for
more than one reason. By reason of the interference between the propeIIer and the fuselage, the
radiator, and other port ions of the airplane, the thrust is now very -raguely and Unsatisfactorily
defied, and for this reason alone can not easily be determined nor successfully used. The
t.em<iIeforce transferred to the propeLler through the shaft is by no means the natural correlative
for the thrust, and if artitlcially defined to be such, the generaI and fundamenfial relations for
work, efficiency, etc., do not longer hold true. It cert a.inIy VW be instructi~e and of practical
use to determine the thrust, reasonably defied, as welI as can be done, but it is not expedient
to assign it to the fist place in the propeller investigation. The torque is much more important.
A propelIer is not designed for a particular thrust buk for a particular horsepower to be absorbed
at a certain R. P. .M. The thrust is merely desired to be as large as possible. The horsepower
is -rery exactly defined, too, and devices for measur~~ the torque directIy can be easily im+$ned.
The interference, indeed, has some i.ntluence on the torque, but not so much as on the thrust.
The differences of the mod&ations of the torque when mounting one propeller on diEerent
airpIanes or equipping one airplane with clifferent propellers wilI even be smaller. The torque
of the propeller moditled by the interference is the quantlt y practically important, and it is
therefore quite proper to include the interference effectt into the correction factor used.

Since for the practice we need exact information aboub the horsepower, but &he model
tests give chiefI-y information about the thrust, vie can only derive benefit from model tests with
propellers, if we succeed to convert the general relations found for the thrust into such ones
referring to the torque or to the horsepower. This can be done in a very simple way.

In a perfect fluid, without 10SSSSdue to viscosity, fihe horsepower absorbed by an isolated
propeller with constant density of thrust over the propelIer disc is wholly determined if the .
thrust is given. For then the efficiency is

1 .--. ____(4)
~=l+q/2T7--------------------------

which is the ratio of the -velocity of flight to relative velocity between. air and propeIIer at the
points of the propeIler disc, hence the horsepower is

~= TV(I+W/2~ -.--_----_______-------____-__-_(5)

Let (7, be the power coefficient, in accordance with the thrust coefilcient (7, defhed by

----------- ---- --------- (6)

This power coefficient would therefore be

CP=C=(l +W/2~ --.---.------_.(7)_------____-_-(7)

The actual power coefficient is larger than this theoretical coeffic~ent, as additional horse-
power is required to overcome the air friction and other losses. The idea is now to treat the
actual power coefficienfi in spite of this as in the ideal case, thus arriving at a fictitious relative
slip velocity which may be denoted by w/V in order to distingti~h it from the one computed
from the thrust denoted by V/ R? w/V is necessarily always larger than q’ V, though the physi-
d interpretation of the two quantities is the same. It M-N appear that the difference is not
-&y ]arge. Each of the two slip velocities computed from the thrust or from the horsepower
can be plotted to give a slip curve. It is the torque slip curve which is important for the
practice. This torque slip curve is a modification of the simpler thrust slip curve, the study
of -which therefore gives information on the torque slip cur-re. The thrust slip curve, being
simpler and more reatiy obtained from mode~ tests, is a good means to study the final slip

.
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curve for the horsepower. Both curves drawn together indi-
cate the horsepower and the efficiency, but it must b~ borne
in mind that the prope~er efllciency is a quantit,y as vaguely .
defined as the thrust is.

I proceed to establish the mathematical relation between
G and w/-V. That is now easy. Formally

.
(&. — c,

l+w/2T7---------’--’ -=---
(7a)

But (3 ‘is also .
c’T=(l+w/v)’ Al------------: ----(~)

.8 m can be obtained by inversion of equation (2). Hence

L’. =((l+w/v)’-l) (l+w/2v)=

1
(9)$(w/T9’+2(w/T9’ +2(u’/T9 ---------

2.0
W[17has to satisfy this equationl and is a function of (7Ponly.

.7 It is not convenietii however to invert this equation (9). The
deteny-ination of w/V from (?, can quickly be done by the
use of the scale Figure 1, where w/17 and (7Pare plott~d alw)g
t,he same ]~e. Figure 2 k a similar scale for the determin~.

tion of v/V from CT. This latter scale is not quite so

.6
indispensable, as the orclinary slide rule can be used almost -
as quickly. It is also possible.to prepare pIotting paper with

I.5
Lhe vertical graduation varying as the scales in Figures 1
and 2. Then the values of the thrust coefficient and power

CT coefficient can -_pv/v
be lotted directly, and the slip curves fire
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obtained without any pre-rious conversion. In the diagrams
of this paper, the magnitude of the two coefficients is indicated
by scales on the sides.

APPLICATION TO A SERIES OF MODEL TESTS. — —

Itwillbe heIpful to illustrate the method discussed by tipply -
in~ it to a seri&- of Doctor Durand’s model propeHer tests,
though it is chiefly intended for free fligh~ tests rfithcr than
for model tests. In Figure 3 ths same slip curses m in Figure

o“
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2

0

f’ig.s L7’v
Duraud’s ModelTests.

9 of refe~ence 4 are plotted in :he same way as there, and on
the left side of each curve the second slip curve, computed from
the horsepower instead of from the thrust, is inserted. It
appears that both kinds of slip curves are of similar character
and situated near to each other, but the slip curve computed
from the thrust runs smoother. The space separating the
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pairs of slip curves is wider at Iarge -dues of U/V (srmdl pitch) and that can be expected,
for this space indicates the horsepower absorbed by the losses due to viscosity, at constant
velocity of fight. This loss is larger (a.Hother th@ being equal) if the number of revolutions
is I@her. If the pairs of slip cur-res -would coincide, the eflkiency would be

It actually is always smaHer, and can be expressed by the -wdues of a pair of WIV and zD/ K

For the efficienc~ is

At a small relative dip velocity the last factor can be neglected.

APPL1~~TION TO ~ SERIES OF FREE FIJG3T TESTS.

I proceed now to the discussion of some British free flight tests with propellers (refs. 1 and 2) .
which are exceIIently made and give full opportunist y to apply this ne-w method of analysis.
The thrust of the propeUers is computed from the fhght charaderisties observed, from expe-
riences gained from free flight tests with the same airplane, and from such obtained ikom model
tests, taking the irmrease of the drag due to the slipstream into account. As mentioned before,
ZLperfect defln.ition of the thrust is not possible nor necessary. The method foIIowed by the
British imrestigators is probably as good as an~ other method artd giw.s a good indication how
the slip cum-e computed from the thrust runs. The thrust. and efficiency obtained can success-
fuHy be used ordy if, when used, the process of computation is in-i-erted. Smaller changes of
the airplane then wilI give the necessary changes of the propeller dimensions and of its per-
formances in a satisfactory viny.

The torque was determined from the R. P. M of the enbtie which had been calibrated.
Sometimes the objection is heard thzt by calibrating the engine the horsepower can not be
obtained exact enough, as its magnitude depends on the condition of the engine, on the weather,
and on the quality of the fuel. It certaidy does, and the test ‘would much be improved if a
good torque meter could be used. On the other hand: the designer of the propeller has no more
exact information on the horsepower than a calibration can give. If the correct design of a
propeIIer ~ouId require more exact information, it would be impossible e-rer to design a suitable
propeller. The truth k that the range of application of a propeller is broad enough to co-rer
smaller differences of the power as caused by minor chaqges of the weather, of the en=gine, or
of the fuel. It follows that measuring the power by calibrating the engine is bound to give
results exaci enough for practical purpose. The British tests show, moreov-er, that the -mlues
measured are com=istent. with e=ch other, and when plotted a.rra~~e themselves along rather
smooth and reguIar curves.

Fi5wes 4 to 19 show the pairs of slip curves obtained from the tests. The lower curve
is aIways VIV, the relative slip curve obtained from the thrust. These lower slip curvss are
remarkably straight. In the table, some characteristics of the propellers and t-he observed
values of the sIip modula for the thrust and the relative tip velocitty of zero thrust are tabu-
lated. From this latter vabe the mean efTective mgle of attack at 0.7r is computed by means
of the equation

a,ff=wt-l(( u/no. o.7)_. __-__------_._-----_-___--(n)

The next cohunns give the actual an@s ~d the differences between the two. The actual aqje
is mostly srnakr. The differences have to be explained by the camber effect of the blade sections.
It is known from the study of wing sections thati a cambered W@ section produces a positive Iifi
at the an#e of attack zero, and that it has to be turned back to a negative ar@e of attack in order
to attain to the neutral position. The camber of the average sections used with these pro-
pellers is about 10 per cent of the chord, half of this in radians, 0.05= 2.9° is about to be ex-
pected as camber effect. The tiect observed and given in the table is much sndler. There
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is then some second effect which diminishes the effective pitch. This is the elastic torsion
of the blades during the flight. This assumption explains easily the difference of the pro-
pellers with respect to their values of A. Propellers Nos. 1,2, 3, and 5 show pra.c.tically the entire
c,amber effect neutralized by the elastic torsion. They are similar in sh~pe, ha-ring the max-
imum blade width at 0.6 of the radius. Propeller No. 2 differs from propeller No. 5 only by
its blade section, the maximum camber is farther in front, giving thm~rise to a smfillm torquo.
As a consequence, the effective pitch is slightly larger. Propellers Nos. 6 and 7 have bl@e}=
shapes different from the others. Propeller No. 6 _has the mmimum Mzde widUl nearer to
the center at 0.45r and propeller No. 7 has about a constant blade width. Both character-
istics explain a smaller torsion of the blades amd therefore the larger effective pitch observed.

The slip modulus is then computed from equation 3, and in the next column of the table
the slip modulus m, obtained from the slip curve of thrust observed is tabulated. Dividing
the observed slip modulus by the computed slip modulus gives a correction factor for the slip
curve of thrust, which for the two blade propellers investigated lies between 1.06 and 1.12.
This factor depends on the t3Tpeof the propeller and probably is almost constant for each type.

The table contains in the same way the sLip modulus m, obtained from the slip curve
of the horsepower-and its ratio to the computed value. The necessary correction is larger in
general. The slip curves for the power coincide less well with straight lines and hence tho
observed slip modulus is less exactly defined. . I gave more weight to the lower part of t,ho
slip curve. The results vary rather much, but so do the propellers. In this respect as well
as in others the two British reports are not quite comistent with e~ch other, the results obtained
with the two clifferent motors show systematical clifferences. The tests me very useful ,as illus-
tration of the analytical methods discussed in this. paper and give some valuable information.
The numerical values, however, should only be used with great care, until furthw rosearcb
has been done almg the lines indiczted.

CHOICE OF THE PROPELLER DIAMETER.

The analytical method described in this paper gives quickly md convenien dy a good
picture of the propeHer performance after experiments with it. This, however, is not all.
The method used is tilso particularly suit~ble to. apply the data obtained to a successful
design of new propellers. I proceed to discuss thi.s.by going over the se-rerul steps the des.ia~er
generally takes when laying down the dimensions of a new propeller.

The first (dimension laid down is usually the diameter. Its size is determined by several
independent considerations. A good efficiency under a certain condition of flight requires
that then

~“ be near 30.
.!7, <Ref. 3.) . . . . -------------------- (12)

The good efficiency is obhined only, of course, if tl.M other dimensions are chosen accordingly.
Ordinarilythe condition(12)givestoo largea diameter. The bIades become too nrm-ow; in
order to obtain fi sufficient stiffness the average blade width should be ~t least O.O5 of the dian~-
eter and preferably larger. The second objection to too large a diameter is, that the tip velocity
may become too large. U should not exceed 820 foot-seconds lest the efficiency be diminished
and the stresses become too huge. Often the size of the climneter is limited by the dimensions
of the airplane.

The propeller finally chosen for the Hispano-Suiza engine by the British in-restigatmw T 2sOW,

gives a largest ‘&’~= 17.2 ab an altitude of 10,000 feet and for a V/ l“= 4.14. Propeller T 28207

U/V
has a maximum observed ~,,—=31. The former value, 17.2,is much smaller than 30, and it

can be supposed therefore that one of the other two conditionsrather t~MIt~leefficiencywas
determinating and limited the size of the diameter. This is indeed the case. The engine has
an unusually high R. P. K = 2,000. The diameter chosen is 7#6 feet, giving at this R. 1?. hf. a

7.86r2,000
tip velocity of Go =827 foot-seconds. Th~t is about the limit according to the present

practice.
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CHOICE OF THE BL.M3E AREA ANI) OF TEIE PITCH.

After having decided on the diameter, the designer can determine the blade area by form-
ally computing the Iift coefficient of the blzdes, supposed to be concentrated at a mean radius.
Take 0.7r as the mean radius Then the lift coefficient is approximately

C=IY:
CL=(11/v)’s---------------------.-------

This liftcoefficientshouId be chosen as l@h as possible, but not so high that the maximum Iift
coefficient under any conditions of flight does exceed C’~= 0.90 or so. The chosen propeller
‘I’ 28066 gives a measured maximum lift coefficient Gl = 0.72, but the lift eoeflicient under con-
ditions not tested may be I@her and approach 0.90. At the l@hest speed a smaIlest Lift c.oef-

-.

ficient CL= 0.37 is recorded. That is about the lift coeflic.ient of best eficiency.
The pitch can con-renientl-y be determined by the use of the sfip curve. This slip curve can

now be computed from the comiition= of f@ht for which the propeIler is to be de-sigged and
after having decided upon the diameter and the blade area. The intersection of the slip curve

-.

and the horizontal axis gi-res ( 77/~., which after som’e experience with the type of propeller
used will be sufficient to compute the pifich arq$e and Lhe pitch itself.

PROPELLEES OF CON’STAPW REVOLUTIONS.

.llI propeller dimensions are then laid down preliminarily but before accepting them fmaky
one more condition has to be wamined= In order to obtain a good performance for more than
one condition of flight, it is genera~y desirabIe that the torque absorbed by the propeIler at the
normaI R. P. M. be constant. Then the ergine w-N always give its best performance, and this
advant~~e outweighs even a small decrease in the efficiency of the propeI1er. The condition of
constant torque requires that the nondimensional coefficient

This coefficient or the torque itself could be computed, plotted, and it would &hen become appar-
ent whether the condition of constant torque is well complied with or not. This, however,
w-ou~d be a very imperfect method, as it does
not show clirectly how to choose the dip curve
and thus the propeller dimensions to attain to
the desired condition.

It is possible to use the slip curve itself for
the examination of the constancy of Lhe torque.
Equation (1-I) can be transformed into one con-
taining the relative slip veIocity. For

(L= c. ( U/T’)’

and by means of this equation the relati~e s~ip
~elocity can be obtained for different values of
(UIV) and for constant C& by the method de-
scribed b efore. Computing it actualIy and plot-
ting the curves for constant C., each and dif-
ferent 0[ V gives a series of slip curves wj F.
(Fig. 20.) These slip curves are mathematical

L7v
FIG. 2Z-Gm’ms of fhnstmt ~x

curves of constant torque and are not generally
rea.Iized by any one propeller. Howe~er, how far the actual slip curve approaches one of these
curves of cons fiant torque indicates how perfectly the condition of constant torque is complied
with. The diagram can thus be used as a check of the slip curve, and more than t.ha~. The

-value of C.Tfor the particular propelIer is known beforehand, as it is determined by the engine
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characteristics and the density of the air, and so is therefore the particular slip curve of constant
torque which the actual slip curve is supposed to folLow approximately. Hence, the slip curve
can be drawn as a slightly curved line at the beginning and the propeller dimensions cm bc
taken from it, That determines the lift coefficient .of the blades, and if this coefficient clues not
come out as required for best efficiency or for the greatest thrust, or if the Mades become too
narrow, the diameter has to be changed or a compromise has to be made behveen sufl~cien t
strength, good efficiency, and small variation of the torque.

CONCLUS1ON.

I wished to show in this paper how the use of the slip curve is a convenient and practical
way to design propellers End to study their performance after having been taken into use. In
a simple and yet accurate way the method makes use of the most modern and advanced opinions
of the nature of the propeller action, mechanical principles which are demonstrated by experi-
ments to be thoroughly sound and correct. The method contains one empirical step, the con-
version of the computed slip curve into the actual slip curve, The correction is not extremely
large, and the computation could even be refined, and so the correction further diminished.

This importmi second step, the correction of &he computed slip curve, should be ~he main
subject of further experimental work with propellers. It may also be oi use to study it theo-
retically. The free flight tests with propellers discussed in this paper do not gi-ve sufi~cient
information oh this question. They show, however, how such information can be obtained
and should be obtained in the near future.
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3. co ;; % ;: 03 –1
3.10 24.7 M 22.2 03 2.5 z
2.93 26.2 IX) 24.1 (MI 2.1 cm
3.92 22.2 m ;:.; g 2.1 WI
3.30 24.2 CO 4.3 cm
3.30 24.2 03 2n:7 cm 3.5 m
3.m 22.2 00 18.5 03 3.7 f.11
3. w 23.2 (m
3. ‘w 21.7 00
3. ‘w i 21.7 W

~~~1 ~~~I
1

m w
observed. — ,

m (comp.)

0.141 1.06
.139 1.08
.130 1.07
.215 1.m
.141 1.10
; ;:; \ p#

. 1.!,4 1:13

.156 1.Q&

.123 ! 1.07

.143 , .-J%

.139 , &

.123

.137
,119 i ;%

125 i ~~

.--—

0.74
n:”

..76
.74
.73
.76

z
.7.5
.7$3
.74
.67
.72
—
.73

~

~P~

152
lfxl
149
222
154
154

i%
16~
130
147
145
13s
142
132
135

L 14
1.24
1.23
1.03
L 20
1.18
1.09
1.21
L 10
1.13

‘1.02
1.07
1.0s
L 03
1.26
1.16


